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INTRODUCTION
 Let k be a field of characteristic not equal to 2. Springer Sp proved
that if q is quadratic form over k, which acquires an isotropy in an odd
degree extension of k, then q has an isotropy over k. This, in particular,
implies that if two quadratic forms over k are isometric over an odd
degree extension of k, then they are isometric over k. This latter version is
referred to as the weak form of Springer ’s theorem. Similar problems have
been posed for hermitian forms over finite dimensional central simple
algebras over k, with involutions and in fact in a much more general setup
 Se for algebraic groups. The weak form of Springer’s theorem for
 hermitian forms was proved by Bayer-Fluckiger and Lenstra in BL and
the analogue of Springer’s theorem for hermitian forms was raised as an
 open question in BST . The aim of this paper is to settle this question in
the affirmative for hermitian forms over quaternion algebras with respect
to involutions of the first kind. We prove that if A is a quaternion algebra
over k,  is an involution of the first kind and h is an hermitian form over
A which becomes isotropic over an odd degree field extension of k, then h
is isotropic over k. We also give an example of a central simple division
algebra D of odd degree with a unitary involution and an anisotropic
hermitian form over D, which becomes isotropic over an odd degree
extension.
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1. SOME PRELIMINARIES
We fix some notation in this section and recall the definition of the Witt
group of hermitian forms.
Ž .Let X, O be a scheme and let A be a sheaf of Azumaya algebras withX
an involution  of the first kind over X, i.e.,  : A A is an anti-auto-
morphism of the O -algebras with  2 id. Let E be a locally free sheafX
of O -modules with a right A structure. Let E be the left A-moduleX
Ž . Ž .Hom E , A , regarded as a right A-module through  . For   X , aA 2
Ž . Ž . ,  -hermitian space over A is a pair E , h , where
h: E E,
 Žis an isomorphism of right A-modules, with h  h the natural map
 . Ž .E E being regarded as an identification . We say that a  ,  -
Ž .hermitian space E , h is metabolic if there exists an A-subsheaf W of E ,
with EW locally free, such that WW  , where W  is the kernel of the
composite morphism
h  EE W .
Ž .There is an obvious notion of an isometry of  ,  -hermitian spaces over
Ž . Ž .A. Let C A,  ,  denote the set of isomorphism classes of  ,  -hermi-
tian spaces over A. The orthogonal sum of two hermitian spaces induces a
Ž .  Ž .monoid structure on C A,  ,  . Let W A,  be the quotient of the
Ž .Grothendieck group of C A,  ,  by the subgroup generated by classes of
Ž .metabolic spaces. This is called the Witt group of  ,  -hermitian spaces
Ž .over A. A  ,  -hermitian space is said to be isotropic if there exists a
non-zero subsheaf W of E such that EW is locally free and W	W  .
Ž .  Ž .If X Spec k , where k is a field and A A, then W A,  is the
Ž .usual Witt group of  ,  -hermitian spaces over A. We note that in this
case, the notion of metabolic spaces coincides with the usual notion of
Ž .hyberbolic spaces. Further if A k, then  is identity and W A,  is the
Ž . Ž .Witt group W k of quadratic forms over k. A  ,  -hermitian space over
Ž .a central simple algebra A is also called an -hermitian form over A,  .
For a quadratic extension L of k, we also have the notion of -hermitian
 Ž .forms and the corresponding Witt group is denoted by W L,  , where 
is the nontrivial automorphism of L over k.
Throughout this paper, k denotes a field of characteristic not equal to 2
and A denotes a finite dimensional central simple algebra over k. By an
A-module we mean a right A-module. Since A is a central simple algebra
over a field k, we note that all modules over A are projective.
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2. AN ‘‘EXCELLENCE’’ RESULT FOR HERMITIAN
SPACES OVER CONICS
We prove a hermitian analogue of an ‘‘excellence’’ result for quadratic
forms over conics; namely if C is a conic over k and q is a quadratic form
Ž . Ž .over k, then the anisotropic part of q
 k C , where k C is the function
field of C, is extended from k.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a central simple algebra oer k with an
inolution  of the first kind and let C be a smooth projectie conic oer k.
Let A A
 O and let  be the extension of  to A. Eery anisotropicC
Ž . Ž . , -hermitian space oer A is the pullback of a  ,  -hermitian space
oer A.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let E , h be an anisotropic  ,  -hermitian space over A. We
Ž . Ž .have isomorphisms of O -modules EHom E , A Hom E , O ,C A O CC
the second one being induced by the reduced trace map A O . Hence EC
is self-dual as a vector bundle over C and the degree of E is zero. We
0Ž . 1Ž . Ž .have, by the RiemannRoch theorem, h E  h E  deg E 
Ž .Ž . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .rk E 1 g  h E  rk E  1, since g genus C  0 and rk E 
1. Thus E has a global section s and the evaluation of the hermitian form
0Ž .on s gives an element of H C, A  A. Then the restriction of the
Ž . 0Ž . Ž . ,  -hermitian space on H C, E to As gives an  ,  -hermitian space
Žover As. This form is anisotropic since otherwise the form h on E would
.be isotropic . In particular the form on As is non-singular. The restriction
of h to As is the pullback of the form on As and hence is non-singular.
Ž .Therefore A splits off a  ,  -hermitian subspace which is extended from
A and we complete the proof by induction on the rank of E.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.2 ‘‘Excellence’’ . Let h be  ,  -hermitian space oer A.
Ž .Then the anisotropic part of h
 k C extends from k.
Ž .Proof. Let E , h be the pullback of h to C. Let W be a maximal
Ž .isotropic subspace of h
 k C and let W be the subspace defined by
W E. Since EW is torsion free, it is locally free and h is totally
isotropic on W . Let W  be the orthogonal complement of W in E. Then
Ž .  Žh induces  ,  -hermitian space h on W W , which is anisotropic this1
. Ž  .can be seen through a local argument . In fact W W , h restricted to1
Ž .the generic point gives the anisotropic part of h
 k C . By 1.1,
Ž  . Ž .W W , h is the pullback of a  ,  -hermitian space over A. This1
completes the proof.
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3. HERMITIAN FORMS OVER QUATERNION ALGEBRAS
Ž   .We begin by recalling S , cf. PSS an exact sequence of Witt groups of
hermitian forms over quaternion algebras.
Let H be a quaternion algebra over k and let  be the canonical
Ž .involution on H. Let L k  be a maximal commutative subfield of H,
with 2 a k*. Let H be such that  and 2 b k*.
Then H L L. Let  be the non-trivial automorphism over L over0
k. We have the L-linear projections
 : H L,   	   ,Ž .1 1
 : H L,   	  	Ž .2 2
Ž .for  , 	 L. If h: V VH is an -hermitian form over H,  , we
Ž . Ž Ž ..define h : V V L, by h x, y   h x, y . Then h h  h .i i i 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since h x, y    h x, y  h x, y , we have h x, y 2
1 Ž . Ž .b h x, y . It is easy to see that  h  h : V V L is an1 1 1
Ž .-hermitian form over L and that  h  h : V V L is an -sym-2 2
Ž metric form over L. Further,  and  induce homomorphisms cf. S,1 2
.PSS
 : W  H ,  W  L, Ž . Ž .1 0
 : W  H ,  W L .Ž . Ž .2
Let

 : W L,  W1 H , Ž . Ž .0
be the homomorphism defined as follows: Let f : V V L be a hermi-
Ž . Ž .tian space over L,  . Write V
 H V V. Define 
 f : V
 H0 L L
V
 HH byL

 f x  y  , x  y Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
  f x , x  f x , y   f y , x   f y , y  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
for x , x , y , y  V. Then we have the following1 2 1 2
Ž  .THEOREM 3.1 cf. S, PSS . With notation as aboe, the sequence
 1  210W H ,  W L,  W H ,  W LŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
is exact.
With the notation as above, we have the following lemma.
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LEMMA 3.2. Let H be a quaternion algebra oer a field k and let  be the
Ž .canonical inolution on H. Let C be the conic associated to H and let k C
be the function field of C. Let L be a maximal commutatie subfield of H.
Then the sequence
1
W H ,  W L,  W L
 k C ,  
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
is exact.
Proof. Let n denote the norm form of the quaternion algebra H overH
k and let n denote the norm form of the field extension L over k. WeL
have the following identifications, for the proofs of which we refer to S,
Chap., 10, 1.3, and 1.7 ,
W H ,   n .W k ,Ž . Ž .H
W L,   n .W k ,Ž . Ž .0 L
W L
 k C ,  
 1  n .W k C .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 L
Ž .Since L splits H, n is a subform of n and n W k is contained inL H H
Ž .n W k . With these identifications, it is easy to see that the sequence inL
the lemma coincides with the sequence
n .W k  n .W k  n .W k C ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H L L
with the canonical homomorphisms. Hence to prove the lemma, it is
 enough to show that the above sequence is exact. By S, Chap. 4. 5.4 , the
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .kernel of the map W k W k C is n .W k . This proves the lemma.H
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let H be a quaternion algebra oer a field k and let 
be the canonical inolution on H. Let C be the conic associated to H and let
Ž .k C be the function field of C. Then the canonical homomorphism
W1 H ,  W1 H
 k C , 
 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
is injectie.
Proof. For a field extension E of k, let H denote the quaternionE
algebra H
 E and let  denote the standard involution on H . Wek E E
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have the following commutative diagramme
 
1 21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 W H ,   W L,   W H ,   W L0
   
 
1 21Ž . Ž Ž ..0W H ,  W L C ,  W H ,  W L CŽ .Ž . Ž .kŽC . kŽC . 0 kŽC . kŽC .
Ž .with exact rows cf. 3.1 , where L and  are as in 3.1. Let h be a0
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 -hermitian form over H,  such that h
 k C is hyperbolic over
Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
 k C . Since L C  L
 k C is a rational function field inkŽC .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž one variable over L, the map W L W L
 k C is injective cf. S, p.
. Ž .214 . Therefore, by the above diagramme, there exists fW L,  such0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Žthat 
 f  h. Since H
 k C M k C , by Morita equivalence cf.2
 . Ž Ž . . 1Ž Ž .. Ž .K, 9.3.5 , we have W H
 k C , 
 1 W k C  0. Thus, by 3.1 ,


1Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .the map W L
 k C ,  
 1 W H
 k C , 
 1 is injective. Since0
Ž . Ž .h
 k C is hyperbolic, it follows that f
 k C is hyperbolic. Therefore by
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.2 , there exists hW H,  such that f  h . Since 
  0, we1 1
Ž . Ž .have h 
 f  
 h  0. This proves the proposition.1
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. Let H,  , and be as in 3.3 . Let h be a 1 -hermitian
Ž . Ž .form oer H,  . If h
 k C is isotropic, then h is isotropic.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that h
 k C is isotropic. Let h
 k C  h  h ,1 2
Ž . Žwith h anisotropic and h hyperbolic 1 -hermitian spaces over H
1 2
Ž . . Ž . Ž .k C , 
 1 . By the ‘‘excellence’’ result 2.2 , there exists a 1 -hermitian
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž .space h over H,  such that h
 k C  h . Then h h 
 k C is1
hyperbolic, so that by 3.3, hh is hyperbolic. Since the rank of h is
strictly less than that of h, it follows that h is isotropic.
THEOREM 3.5. Let H be a quaternion algebra oer a field of characteristic
not equal to 2 and let  be an inolution on H. Let h be a hermitian form
Ž .oer H,  . Suppose that h is isotropic oer H
 M for some odd degreek
extension M of k. Then h is isotropic oer H.
Ž .Proof. Let h be a hermitian form over H,  with h
M isotropic for
some odd degree extension M of k. Let  be the standard involution
on H.
Suppose that   . Let V be the underlying H-vector space of h.
Ž Ž .. Ž .Since  h x, x  h x, x for every x V and  , the standard involution
Ž .on H, it follows that h x, x  k for every x V. Thus the map q : V kh
Ž . Ž .given by q x  h x, x for x V is a quadratic form over k. Clearly h ish
isotropic if and only if q is isotropic. Thus the result in this case followsh
from the theorem of Springer for quadratic forms.
Ž .Suppose that   . Let uH* be such that  int u  . Then
Ž . Ž . Ž . u u. Let h  uh. Then h is a 1 -hermitian form over H,  .1 1
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Moreover h is isotropic if and only if h is isotropic. Let C be the conic1
Ž . Ž Ž ..associated to H. Since H
 k C M k C , by the Morita equivalence,2
Ž . Ž . Ž .h 
 k C corresponds to a quadratic form q over k C . Since h
 k C1
Ž .
M is isotropic, q
M is isotropic and hence q is isotropic over k C .
Ž  . Ž .Thus, by the Morita equivalence cf. K, 9.3.5 , h 
 k C is isotropic. By1
3.4, h and hence h are isotropic. This completes the proof of the theorem.1
Ž .COROLLARY 3.6 Bayer-Fluckiger and Lenstra . Let H and  be as in
3.5. If M is an odd degree extension of k, then the canonical homomorphism
W  H ,  W  H
M , 
 idŽ . Ž .
is injectie.
Let A be a central simple algebra over k with an involution  .
 According to Bayer-Fluckiger et al. BST ,  is isotropic if there exists a
Ž .nonzero a A such that  a a 0. We can interpret our result in terms
of isotropy of involutions.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.7. Let H be as in 3.5. Let AM H , let n 1, and letn
 be an inolution on A of first kind. If  is isotropic in an odd degree
extension of k, then  is isotropic.
Proof. The involution  on A corresponds to a hermitian form h over
Ž .H,   for some involution   on H of the first kind. Further,  is
   isotropic if and only if h is isotropic BST , Corollary 1.8 . The corollary
follows from 3.5.
4. AN EXAMPLE
In this section we give an example of an odd degree division algebra D
over a field K with an involution  of the second kind over k and an
Ž .anisotropic hermitian form h over D,  which is isotropic over a degree
2 extension and over an odd degree extension of k.
Let K be a field and let  be the group of pth roots of unity. Forp
nŽ .n  0, let H K ,  denote the nth Galois cohomology groupp
nŽ Ž . .H Gal K K ,  , where K denotes the separable closure of K ands p s
Ž . Ž .Gal K K denotes the Galois group of K over K. Let Br K denote thes s
Ž . Ž .Brauer group of K and let Br K be the subgroup of Br K containingp
2Ž . Ž .p-torsion elements. Then we have H K ,   Br K . For a finite exten-p p
sion L of K , let
N n : H n L,  H n K , Ž . Ž .LK p p
be the corestriction homomorphism.
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let k be a p-adic field containing all pth roots of unity
and let l be a ramified quadratic extension of k. Then there exists a central
ŽŽ ..diision algebra oer l t of degree a power of p, which has an inolution of
the second kind.
ŽŽ ..Proof. Let A be a central simple algebra over l t which is in
Ž ŽŽ ... 2Ž ŽŽ .. .Br l t . Let  denote the image of A in H l t ,  . Then Ap p
ŽŽ ..supports an involution of the second kind which is identity on k t if and
2 Ž .  only if N   0 S, p. 309, Theorem 9.5 . Therefore to prove thelŽŽ t .. kŽŽ t ..
proposition, it is enough to show that N 2 is not injective. We havelŽŽ t .. kŽŽ t ..
the following commutative diagramme
2Ž . 2Ž ŽŽ .. . 1Ž .0H l,  H l t ,  H l,p 0p p
  
2 2 1N N Nl k lŽŽ t .. k ŽŽ t .. l k
2 2 1Ž . Ž ŽŽ .. . Ž .0H k,  H k t ,  H k,p 0p p
with exact rows. By the local class field theory N 2 is an isomorphism.l k
Therefore, by the snake lemma, we have
ker N 2  ker N 1 .Ž . Ž .lŽŽ t .. kŽŽ t .. l k
Thus, it is enough to show that N 1 is not injective. Since k contains alll k
1Ž . 1Ž . ppth roots of unity, we have H k,p H k,   k*k* . Similarlyp
1Ž . p 1H l,p  l*l* and the map N corresponds to the map N:l k
l*l* p k*k* p induced by the norm map N : l* k*. Since lk isl k
ramified, the order of the finite group l*l* p is greater than that of
k*k* p. In particular, the map N is not injective. This proves the proposi-
tion.
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let p be an odd prime number and let k be a p-adic
field. Let l be a ramified quadratic extension of k. Let D be a division
ŽŽ ..algebra over l t of degree a power of p, with an involution  of the
second kind. Such a division algebra exists by 4.1. Let  k* be such that
² : is not a norm from l*. Let h 1, be the rank 2 hermitian form
Ž .over D,  .
THEOREM 4.3. Let k, l, D,  , and h be as in 4.2. Then h is anisotropic
ŽŽ ..oer D, and there exist finite extensions K and K of k t such that K is a1 2 1
quadratic extension, K is an extension of odd degree, and h is isotropic oer2
Ž .D
 K for i 1, 2. In particular, the group U h of isometries of h iskŽŽ t .. i
ŽŽ ..anisotropic oer k t and isotropic oer K and K .1 2
Proof. Suppose that h is isotropic over D. Then, there exists uD*
Ž .such that  u u . By taking the reduced norm on both sides, we get
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p r ŽŽ .. rthat  is a norm from l t *, where p is the degree of D. Since p is
ŽŽ .. ŽŽ ..odd and l t is a quadratic extension of k t , it follows that  is a norm
ŽŽ ..  from l t . Since  k, it follows that  is a norm from a unit in l t . By
putting t 0, it is easy to see that  is a norm from l*, leading to a
contradiction to the assumption on . Thus h is anisotropic over D. Let
'Ž . ŽŽ ..k  k  and K  k t . Then, clearly h is isotropic over D
 K .1 1 1 kŽŽ t .. 1
ŽŽ ..Let K be an extension of k t of odd degree such that D
 K is a2 kŽŽ t .. 2
Ž  . Ž  .split algebra cf. BP, 3.3.1 . Then, by Morita equivalence cf. K, 9.3.5
ŽŽ ..h
 K corresponds to a hermitian form over l t 
 K , which in2 kŽŽ t .. 2
turn corresponds to a quadratic form q over K . Since K a finite2 2
ŽŽ ..extension of k t , by Hensel’s lemma, every quadratic form over K of2
Ž  .rank 9 is isotropic cf. Sm, p. 209, Corollary 2.6, and p. 217, Theorem 4.2 .
Since p 3, it follows that the rank of q is at least 12. Thus q is isotropic,
and, hence, by Morita equivalence, h is isotropic. This completes the proof
of the theorem.
Remark 4.4. Let D,  be as in 4.2 and let  D* be such that
Ž . ² : Ž .   . Then the rank one hermitian form  over D,  is
² :anisotropic. If p 5, then as in the theorem it follows that  is isotropic
over an odd degree extension. However, there is no quadratic extension or
² :more generally an extension of degree a power of 2, over which  is
isotropic.
Remark 4.5. Let k and l be as in 4.1. Then as in 4.1, one can show that
Ž .there exist division algebras over l t of degrees powers of p, which have
 involutions of second kind. Recently, in PS , it was shown that every
quadratic form over a function field in one variable over a p-adic field,
p 2, of rank at least 11 is isotropic. Using this result one can replace
ŽŽ .. Ž .k t in 4.3 by k t .
Remark 4.6. In view of 4.3, it appears that the correct analogue of
Springer’s theorem for hermitian form over involutorial division algebras
should be the following: Let D be a central division algebra over K with a
Kk-involution  of any kind. Let n be the degree of D over K. If a
Ž .hermitian form h over D,  acquires an isotropy in a finite extension L
of k of degree coprime with 2n, does h have an isotropy already over k?
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